Time

12:00pm - 1:00pm

Functional Track
Introduction to FEA’s Storage Model

Technical Track
Allegro Test Automation (ATA)

Join Josh Gray, PhD and Allegro’s Chief Scientist for Allegro’s FEA
analytics tools, as he provides an introduction to FEA’s
@ENERGY/Storage and StoragePlus model.

In this session, Kevin Cox, Allegro’s Global Director of Education,
will show you how to leverage the new automated testing solution
built within Allegro, for Allegro.

In this session, Josh will review:
- FEA’s multi-factor forward curve and cash models
- Rolling Intrinsic versus Basket of Spreads trading strategies
- Using StoragePlus for multi-location storage and
transportation valuationining

You’ll learn how to:
- Create, execute, and report on a variety of automated tasks
- Move and create test configurations across databases or
within a database
- Create templates, share steps, and save time in building and
maintaining tests
- Create testing processes (or test bots) useful for training,
regression testing, prototypes and more!

1:00pm - 1:15pm
Horizon Natural Gas Release Logistics

1:15pm - 2:15pm

Break
Trade Connect

The December 2018 release of Horizon Natural Gas provides some In this session, Product Manager, Aakash Kakkad, will share best
practices in using the Trade Connect product to automate the
tremendous improvements in natural gas logistics.
import of trades into Allegro.
In this session, Product Manager, Mark Davis, shares many of the
He’ll also review:
key new features including:
- Allegro’s future plans for Trade Connect, to include a SaaS
- Revamped scheduling view
offering
- Usage of activity codes in the pathing process
- An open discussion: Trade Connect vs. BroadPeak, reviewing
- All new Pathed, Non-Threaded nomination model
our partnership with Broadpeak and best practice suggestions
- Enhancements to the pipeline actualization process
when to use BroadPeak over Trade Connect is warranted
- The ICE UDS change and what to get ready for, including:
- A review of the required changes to the visual and data
models
- How strategies and trades will be transmitted

2:15pm - 2:30pm
Horizon Latitude Integration

Break
Workflow Automation

Join Mark Davis as he shares how Allegro’s EDI interface using
Latitude can help automate the process of pathing in Allegro!

2:30pm - 3:30pm

So you have Allegro’s Workflow functionality installed, but are you
using it? Do you know how to configure a Workflow process? Join
Kevin Cox as he shares with you how to leverage process
automation through Workflow.

Mark will cover:
- The setup required for the Latitude interface
- The process of EDI Staging
- Transmitting nominations
- Quick response from the pipeline

You’ll learn how to:
- Define primary and alternate processes
- Define workflow tasks that can invoke approvals, dynamic
messaging, document generation (and submission), and your
custom class events
- Define the data “conditions” by which workflows are activated
- Report on the overall status of all workflow processes

Think of it - greatly reduce the need to schedule on both the
pipeline’s EBB and Allegro!

3:30pm - 3:45pm
Horizon Inventory Release Logistics

3:45pm - 5:00pm

Break
Horizon Next-Generation Cloud Deployments

Join Product Manager, Richard Murphy, as he provides insight into In this interactive session, R & D Director, Kevin Bieri, will share
how Allegro Horizon can be deployed in a next generation cloud
many new key features in Logistics.
environment.
Richard will cover:
Kevin will cover:
- How the new logistics functionality improves inventory
- Introduction to containers
valuation and net valuation processes
- Authentication and identity in the cloud
- How to configure locations, the new sub locations, tanks and
- Managing Azure container instances
piles to leverage new valuation capabilities
- Using Azure kubernetes s+A1ervices
- The configurations required to support automated loss/gain
calculation
- Learn how adjustment locking works
Plus, many other features designed to improve the management
of inventory and logistics.

